


What Does a Packet Flow Switch Do 
For You Anyway?
§ Centralizes access of tools
§ Connects different speeds and feeds of 

TAPs and SPANs to tools

§ Connects traffic sources to multiple tools 

§ SPAN/Mirror

§ TAP

AGENDA
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What Should a NG PFS Do For You?
§ Packet De-duplication

§ Packet slicing

§ Connecting traffic sources to multiple 
tools 
§ Port-pairing
§ Inline Bypass

§ Load Balancing
§ Virtual Coverage: VMware, Private & 

Public Cloud
§ Header Stripping 
§ Source Port Labeling
§ Adaptive Packet Filtering
§ Application Session Filtering
§ SSL/TLS Decryption
§ NetFlow and Metadata Generation



WHY WOULD YOU NEED A PACKET FLOW SWITCH
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CENTRALIZED ACCESS IMPROVES UP-TIME AND COVERAGE

§ Organic network growth often results in 
uncoordinated or ad-hoc tool placement

§ Network monitoring and analysis solutions are 
deployed and managed as discrete and 
independent silos of information

§ SPAN/mirror port limitations results in 
imperfect coverage, or no coverage in some 
areas

§ Daisy-chained TAPs risk link integrity



§ Traffic collection from all important paths 
ensures coverage

§ Unified console for all traffic selection 
simplifies access

§ Change management is no longer 
required for most urgent business-day 
configuration changes since they now 
occur out-of-band

§ Advanced traffic filtering permits          
each monitoring tool to receive             
what it requires

CENTRALIZED ACCESS OF TOOLS
CENTRALIZED ACCESS IMPROVES UP-TIME AND COVERAGE
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CONNECTING DIFFERENT SPEEDS AND FEEDS
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The PFS Matches Your Network to Your Tools

§ Without PFS § With PFS

10, 40 OR 100GB TRAFFIC TO 1 OR 10GB TOOLS

10Gb 1Gb

• Company migrates to a 10Gb network
• 1Gb monitoring tools become useless

• Company is able to extend the life of their 1Gb 
network and security tools

VoIP Analyzer

Application Performance
Management

Intrusion Detection 
System (IDS)

Packet Capture Intrusion 
Detection
System

VoIP
Monitor

Application 
Performance
Management

Packet
Capture

Packet Flow Switch



Choosing which traffic source is best depends upon what will be done 
with that traffic.
§ Performance Monitoring typically discards entire transactions where one or more 

packets are missing

§ Security also depends on entire transactions, or it cannot accurately locate and 
isolate threats

§ For Performance Monitoring and Security, having too many packets can also be a 
problem.  Duplicate packets create another sort of challenge

§ Troubleshooting is made difficult when the analyzed traffic stream is not identical to 
the production traffic in every way

§ Trend analysis and other statistical applications do tolerate dropped packets, and 
also usually do not notice mis-ordered packets or timing changes

CHOOSING A TRAFFIC SOURCE
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CENTRALIZED ACCESS IMPROVES UP-TIME AND COVERAGE



CONNECTING SPANS & TAPS TO MULTIPLE TOOLS
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Switch with two SPAN 
session limitation
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Packet Flow Switch

ELIMINATE SPAN PORT CONTENTION



SPAN and Mirror are generally interchangeable terms which 
describe how a switch will forward a duplicate copy of passing traffic 
for monitoring purposes.

Pro: Mostly free

Pro: The only access for traffic 
port-to-port

Pro: Easy to reconfigure

Con: Risk to production network 
when configuring

Con: Slight to significant packet loss

Con: Limited number available per switch

Con: Low priority means dropped packets, 
mis-ordered packets, and timing changes

NOTES ON SPAN/MIRROR
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Packet Flow Switch



The effect of packet loss and other problems associated with SPAN port 
use:

§ Higher speed SPAN ports may cause production traffic drops before monitor output 
traffic volume starts to approach the output link capacity.

§ At 1Gb a SPAN output port can be easily oversubscribed.  At 10Gb and higher speeds 
the switch may impose rate limiting that restricts traffic output to some percentage of 
the output port capacity.

§ Packet reordering, latency changes, and so on may result in time spent trying to fix 
the wrong problem.

NOTES ON SPAN/MIRROR
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TAPs are passive or active devices which offer access to all traffic 
flowing through the monitored link. 
Pro:  A TAP is attached in series, so 

that all traffic must pass through it.  
Therefore all traffic is available

Pro: Most TAPs have “failsafe” 
protection for power loss so the 
monitored link remains operational

Pro: Internal TAPs reduce rack cabling 
and complexity

Con: A traditional TAP has a separate output 
for each direction (TX and RX) so the monitoring 
tool needs two input ports

NOTES ON TAPS
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Packet Flow Switch



Using a TAP is so much better than relying on SPANs that there is a 
saying:

TAP where you can, 
…SPAN where you must.

The one drawback relates to power loss, and the effect of power loss 
depends on whether the TAP is Active or Passive

§ Passive TAP
Passive taps are typically unpowered so power loss to a passive TAP is nearly impossible 
and there would be no risk to the monitored link

§ Active TAP
Power loss to an active TAP may have one of two outcomes:

§ TAP is lacking “fail-safe” protection, and power loss causes the link to go down
§ TAP has “fail-safe” protection, and power loss causes a very brief interruption while 

Ethernet renegotiates

NOTES ON TAPS
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§ Relieve tool processing resources when packets are gathered from multiple 
collection points along a path by only forwarding a packet once 

§ Remove packet duplication caused by inter-VLAN communication, incorrect 
switch configuration, or unavoidable architecture-specific duplication

§ Enhance the efficiency of your network monitoring tools by eliminating the 
potential of duplicate data streams across IPv4 / IPv6 networks

§ Duplicate packets cause
§ Improper performance diagnosis (APM, NPM)
§ Artificially elevated packet and byte counts
§ Lost processor time sorting through the traffic stream for appropriate traffic to analyze
§ Storing duplicates reduces forensic recorder retention period

TOOL OPTIMIZATION FOR IPV4 AND IPV6 NETWORKS

PACKET DEDUPLICATION
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NG PFS

§ Identify the fixed or variable offset for slicing by protocol or source

§ Apply slicing rules to network traffic ingress ports

§ Meet compliance and confidentiality requirements by removing sensitive 
information prior to reaching tools

§ Optimize the deployment of network forensic recorders by eliminating 
unnecessary data from packets and extending the retention time

REDUCE PACKET SIZE, INCREASE PROCESSING AND MONITORING THROUGHPUT

Date: 15122017 | Card: 1482-6047-2581-3489 | Exp 7/18TCPIPEthernet

Date: 15122017TCPIPEthernetSwitchUser

Web Server

APM

PACKET SLICING
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A port pair is represented by two GigaVUE® network ports configured as a 
logical TAP which operates much the same as an active physical TAP.  
Pro: Provides transparent access to traffic flowing 

through a monitored link with no packet drops 
or other limitations

Pro: Can be added to a monitoring
environment very rapidly, and without 
login access to the switch

Con: Does not provide fail-safe protection 
in case of loss of power to the PFS

PORT-PAIRING: NEXT GEN PFS LOGICAL TAP
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Next Gen Packet Flow Switch
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A port-pair configuration has approximately the same characteristics as an 
active TAP

§ Like a TAP, all traffic is available for monitoring and security 
§ No systemic oversubscription
§ No intermittent dropped packets
§ No mis-ordered packets
§ No changes in latency due to queuing variations or priorities in the switch

§ A Port-Pair is directly connected to the backplane, so only a second cable is 
required (just as with a TAP)  

PORT-PAIRING: NEXT GEN PFS LOGICAL TAP
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Inline Bypass moves inline devices out of the critical path without 
changing the traffic flow pattern.
Pro: Bypass links can be daisy-chained as many

times as required

Pro: Automatic failure detection permits 
automatic removal of a failed device

Pro: High capacity traffic can be 
load-balanced to low capacity or 
lower bandwidth tools

Pro: Hot standby inline tool can be ready

Pro: Automatic traffic redistribution or 
load balancing can be done on failure

Con: Increased link reliability requires
additional equipment

INLINE BYPASS: NEXT GEN FAIL TO WIRE TAP +
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Packet Flow Switch



Inline devices operate just fine without inline bypass, so why use one?
§ Simultaneous inline and out-of-band traffic access

§ Improved link reliability
§ Tool failure does not bring the link down 
§ Tool replacement need not wait till off-hours maintenance window
§ Traffic distribution can be optimized to different tools

§ Improved tool performance
§ Traffic can be load balanced across multiple like-tools
§ Safe traffic can be shunted around the inline tool

§ Improved inline security
§ A standby tool can take over if the primary tool fails or needs maintenance
§ Traffic can be redistributed if a tool fails or needs maintenance

INLINE BYPASS: NEXT GEN FAIL TO WIRE TAP +
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§ Traffic collected from multiple points using flow mapping, the resulting 
volume of traffic may exceed the capacity of a single monitoring tool
§ Depending on network design, selected traffic may be effectively identical 

at 
L3 / L4 making it difficult to redistribute the traffic for analysis by multiple 
tools  

§ Distribute traffic among multiple ports based on a variety of options: 
hashing, bandwidth, cumulative traffic, packet rate, connections, 
and round robin 

§ Apply weighting to the traffic distribution, supporting different tool 
capacities 

§ Hashing options include: IP, IP-and-Port, five-tuple, and GTP-u tunnel ID 

INTELLIGENT TRAFFIC DISTRIBUTION TO MULTIPLE TOOLS

LOAD BALANCING
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Accessing traffic flowing between virtual machines requires access to packets 
inside each hypervisor.  There are two common approaches: install duplicate 
tools in each hypervisor, or send traffic out to physical tools.

Pro: Forwarding traffic out to physical tools means more 
hypervisor resources are available to the 
virtual machines

Pro: Forwarding traffic out also means that monitoring 
and security profiles are unchanged

Pro: Using an agent on the VM
means that vMotion events are 
transparent to analysis tools

Con: Forwarding traffic out means that 
management traffic can, and may end                                                                                          
up sharing the physical NIC bandwidth

VIRTUAL – VMWARE, PRIVATE & PUBLIC CLOUD
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Packet Flow Switch



The decision to perform analysis locally (inside the hypervisor) versus 
remotely (using physical tools) should be carefully considered.
§ Duplicate tools installed inside each hypervisor have largely unlimited traffic access since 

the packet access is not limited by available (shared) physical NIC bandwidth

§ Performing deep-packet inspection for monitoring and security using the hypervisor 
resources limits how much of those resources are available for production network 
activities

§ Use of vMotion may make continuous monitoring and security very difficult, since the 
monitored virtual server or application can be migrated to different hardware or even a 
different data center

VIRTUAL – VMWARE, PRIVATE & PUBLIC CLOUD
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§ Eliminate the need for monitoring tools to decipher protocols

§ Allow easy filtering, aggregation, and load balancing of 
packets with headers removed

§ Support includes:
§ ISL header/trailer removal
§ VXLAN, VNTAG, VLAN, MPLS, L2/L3 GRE,
§ GTP-U tunnel
§ And more

REMOVE WHAT THE TOOLS CANNOT READ

HEADER STRIPPING
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§ TAP or SPAN traffic from inter-switch links, as well as various 
routing and traffic segregation actions add tags, labels or other 
packet additions (headers), such as:
§ VLAN, MPLS, VN-Tags, VXLAN, Cisco FabricPath, GTP 

tunnels, ISL tunnels, GRE, and others

§ These additions prevent many tools from reading and 
analyzing the traffic

§ Header (tag) stripping operations allow tools access to 
otherwise unreadable traffic
§ Allows filtering, aggregation, and load-balancing of 

packets with headers removed
§ De-encapsulate packets from ISL, GRE, or ERSPAN

§ In addition, VLAN tags can be added for easy source packet 
identification

REMOVE WHAT THE TOOLS CANNOT READ

Web Server

Ethernet IP TCP Packet Data

APM

Ethernet IP TCP Packet DataMPLS

Web Server

APM

HEADER STRIPPING
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NG PFS



§ Aggregation of multiple collection points masks the source
§ Difficult or impossible to identify packet’s origin
§ Like packets might get dropped or analyzed incorrectly by tools
§ Harder to troubleshoot

§ Allows administrators to add labels to packets indicating the 
ingress port

§ Easily identify where a packet was received, including 
remote locations

§ Enhance performance analysis and troubleshooting by 
sorting or filtering traffic based on the port of origin

EASILY IDENTIFY THE TRAFFIC SOURCE

SOURCE PORT LABELING
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§ Use Source Port 
Labeling when 
aggregating multiple 
collection points in 
order to distinguish 
where the packet was 
collected. 

EASILY IDENTIFY THE TRAFFIC SOURCE
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Public Cloud

Internet

Private Cloud

Ethernet From: Port 2TCPIP Packet Data

Ethernet From: Port 3TCPIP Packet Data

Ethernet From: Port 4TCPIP Packet Data

SOURCE PORT LABELING
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§ Provide complete visibility into traffic flows by forwarding all 
packets from session initiation to termination to security and 
monitoring tools 

§ Optimize Security Tools for Application Inspection
§ Forward traffic corresponding to sessions of interest to 

security tools thereby increasing their efficacy and 
performance

§ Enable selective reduction of traffic to security and 
monitoring tools

§ Offload Application Identification to GigaSMART technology
§ Classify flows of interest using signatures to filter 

applications such as streaming, email, web 2.0, and other 
business applications

SESSION AWARENESS AND MASKING

APPLICATION SESSION FILTERING
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§ Numerous pass and drop rule cases
§ Identify and capture Netflix sessions
§ Identify and capture YouTube sessions
§ Identify and capture Facebook sessions
§ Identify and capture SMTP traffic with attachments
§ Identify and capture windows update sessions
§ Identify and capture HTTP/HTTPS sessions on non-standard ports
§ Identify and capture SQL sessions
§ Identify and capture bit torrent sessions
§ Identify and capture Hulu, Pandora, Rdio, iTunes, etc., etc.
§ And much more

SESSION AWARENESS AND MASKING

APPLICATION SESSION FILTERING
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§ Provide visibility into encrypted sessions

§ Send decrypted packets to multiple out-of-band tools: IDS, 
DLP, APM, CEM, etc.

§ Private server keys are encrypted and protected by role-
based access controls 

TOOLS GAIN VISIBILITY INTO ENCRYPTED TRAFFIC

SSL DECRYPTION
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§ Protocols: SSL 3.0, TLS 1.0, TLS 1.1 & TLS 1.2

§ Key Exchange Algorithm: RSA

§ Encryption Algorithms: NULL, RC4, DES, 3DES, AES, SEED, IDEA, CAMELLIA

§ Digest: MD5, SHA1 & SHA2

§ Key Sized: 128 up to 4096

§ SSL session resumption & renegotiation

§ Agnostic to contents of the SSL session, data could be HTTP, SMTP, FTP etc.
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SSL DECRYPTION
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§ Increase infrastructure efficiencies and broaden visibility by 
offloading NetFlow Generation to the Visibility Fabric

§ Generate NetFlow records without sampling to facilitate true 
response and root cause capability

§ Simultaneously provide flow statistics and raw packets to a 
variety of monitoring, analysis, and security tools in an 
integrated traffic visibility solution

§ Export records to up to six (6) collectors supporting 
NetFlow v5/v9 and IPFIX 

§ Expose unique information elements (IE) such as URL

NETFLOW AND METADATA GENERATION



§ Current metadata schema can potentially generate large amounts of data
§ Many collectors are incapable of handling such high data rates
§ Most collectors charge by flow or volume
§ Many customers don’t require metadata for every packet

§ Why not scale down on metadata generation to a “need basis”
§ Support for sampled NetFlow generation
§ Sampling rate of 1:N

§ where N is any number between 10 and 16000 inclusive

§ Deterministic sampling only
§ Sampling disabled by default
§ SSL IPFIX extensions support 

ADDED FLEXIBILITY FOR TOOLS AND USERS

NETFLOW AND METADATA GENERATION





INGRESS FILTERING
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§ Allows VoIP Traffic but Denies ALL the Rest

Tool 2 (IDS)

Tool 3 (CEM)

Tool 4 (Web)

Tool 5 (SQL)

Tool 6 (Recorder)

Tool 1 (VoIP)

Ingress Ports Egress Ports

Bit Bucket

VoIP IDS CEM WEB



EGRESS FILTERING
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§ Broadcasting and Egress Filtering is NOT a Solution!

Tool 2 (IDS)

Tool 3 (CEM)

Tool 4 (Web)

Tool 5 (SQL)

Tool 6 (Recorder)

Tool 1 (VoIP)

Ingress Ports Egress Ports

Bit Bucket

VoIP IDS CEM WEB
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• Unbuffered: Once a pattern match is 
found, then forwards* all subsequent 
packets of that session.
§ Grabs bulk of streaming traffic
§ Misses connection setup
§ May cause issues with security tools
§ May miss some data packets

• Buffered: Retains up to 20 packets until 
pattern match is found, then forwards all 
the packets of that session
§ Provides a complete session from start to end

* Also applies to drop filters

CAPTURE PACKETS OF A COMPLETE SESSION BASED ON APF MATCH

SYN

SYN, ACK

ACK

Pattern Found

Forw
ard

ed
 

Packets

Data

APPLICATION SESSION FILTERING
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§ Session Table
§ Maximum of 4 session tables per GigaSMART Engine
§ Each table has own session definition

§ Session Entries
§ HB1 – 2M sessions, fixed
§ HC/HD - configurable: 2M to 5M session entries per GigaSMART Engine
§ Session entries are shared by all session tables

§ Packet Count
§ For each matched session forward a given (2-100) number of packets to tool port
§ Subsequent session packets are dropped
§ Applies to APF “pass” rule only
§ Default is all packets to tool port

§ Timeout
§ A session is removed due to inactivity (no packet match)
§ Default is 60 seconds, with range of 30 – 120 seconds

SCALABILITY AND FUNCTIONALITY

APPLICATION SESSION FILTERING
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§ Bi-Directional
§ User can capture one or both direction of the flow
§ No support for mpls-lb and gtpu-teid

§ Packet Count
§ For each matched session forward a given (2-100) number of packets to tool port
§ Subsequent session packets are dropped
§ Applies to APF “pass” rule only
§ Default is all packets to tool port

§ Timeout
§ A session is removed due to inactivity (no packet match)
§ Default is 60 seconds, with range of 30 – 120 seconds

§ Limitation
§ No packets are captured before an APF match is found

§ Maximum of 4 session definitions per node and up to 2M sessions

SESSION AWARENESS AND MASKING

APPLICATION SESSION FILTERING
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